New England Colonies

Mixed Map Activity

Name: __________________ Date: __________

Map Legend
New England Colonies

Mixed Map Activity Instructions

Instructions: Use a current map to complete this mixed map activity.

1. Label the colony of Connecticut.
2. Label the colony of Rhode Island.
3. Label the colony of New Hampshire.
4. Label the colony of Massachusetts.
5. Label the Atlantic Ocean.
6. Draw a star where Providence, Rhode Island is located. Label it.
7. Draw a star where Boston, Massachusetts is located. Label it.
8. Draw a star where Plymouth, Massachusetts is located. Label it.
9. There are mountains in northern New Hampshire. Draw mountain symbols in that area and label a mountain symbol in the map legend.
10. Ships were built along the coasts of Massachusetts and Connecticut. Draw ship symbols in those areas and label a ship symbol in the map legend.
11. Colonists raised cattle in Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut. Draw cattle symbols in these colonies and label a cattle symbol in the map legend.
12. Colonists hunted for furs in northern New Hampshire. Draw a symbol for fur in this area and label a fur symbol in the map legend.
13. Colonists cut down lumber in northwest Massachusetts. Draw a symbol for lumber in this area and label a lumber symbol in the map legend.
14. Colonists fished and hunted whales all along the New England coastline. Draw symbols for fish and whales along the coasts. Label fish and whale symbols in map legend.
15. Color the colony of Connecticut red.
16. Color the colony of Rhode Island blue.
17. Color the colony of New Hampshire green.
18. Color the colony of Massachusetts orange.
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